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Abstract

Disruptor of telomeric silencing 1-like (DOT1L) is the only non-SET domain histone

lysine methyltransferase (KMT) and writer of H3K79 methylation on nucleosomes

marked by H2B ubiquitination. DOT1L has elicited significant attention because of

its interaction or fusion with members of the AF protein family in blood cell biology

and leukemogenic transformation. Here, our goal was to extend previous structural

information by performing a robust molecular dynamic study of DOT1L and its leuke-

mogenic partners combined with mutational analysis. We show that statically and

dynamically, D161, G163, E186, and F223 make frequent time-dependent interac-

tions with SAM, while additional residues T139, K187, and N241 interact with SAM

only under dynamics. Dynamics models reveal DOT1L, SAM, and H4 moving as one

and show that more than twice the number of DOT1L residues interacts with these

partners, relative to the static structure. Mutational analyses indicate that six of these

residues are intolerant to substitution. We describe the dynamic behavior of DOT1L

interacting with AF10 and AF9. Studies on the dynamics of a heterotrimeric complex

of DOT1L1-AF10 illuminated describe coordinated motions that impact the relative

position of the DOT1L HMT domain to the nucleosome. The molecular motions of

the DOT1L–AF9 complex are less extensive and highly dynamic, resembling a swivel-

like mechanics. Through molecular dynamics and mutational analysis, we extend the

knowledge previous provided by static measurements. These results are important to

consider when describing the biochemical properties of DOT1L, under normal and in

disease conditions, as well as for the development of novel therapeutic agents.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Epigenetics bestows regulatory mechanisms that underlie the

faithful transmission of the instructions inherited through the

genome.1 Not surprisingly, epigenomic abnormalities are found in

most diseases, and in particular, cancer.2,3 These epigenomic dys-

functions occur at many levels, most often at the level of enzy-

matic function of key epigenomic regulators that act across the

genome.4 For their role in shaping cell fate, there is great interest

in epigenetic regulatory enzymes as drug targets that could sensi-

tize or re-sensitize tumors to treatments. Mutations in genes that

encode epigenetic regulators (epi-mutations) have recently

emerged as a cause of several cancers, both in pediatric and adult

populations,5–7 and little investigation has occurred for epi-

mutational dependence on therapies. Thus, studies on the molecu-

lar mechanism underlying the functions of these genetic alter-

ations, to better understand the contributions of each amino acid

to enzyme structure and function, is an area of need for clinical

genomics and precision oncology.

DOT1L (disruptor of telomeric silencing 1-like) is a conserved epi-

genomic regulator. Its enzymatic methyltransferase region adds

methyl groups to H3 lysine 79, forming H3K79me1, H3K79me2, and

H3K79me3 using S-adenosyl methionine (SAM) as the methyl donor.8

The H3K79 methylation marks have been shown correlate with open

chromatin and active transcription.9,10 The H3K79me1/me2/me3

mark is found in gene bodies and is associated with open chromatin,

cell-cycle regulation, and the DNA damage response.11,12 Additionally,

H3K79me2/me3mark is found at a subset of putative enhancer

elements, where this mark is necessary to maintain open chromatin

and promote histone acetylation in MLL-AF4 fusion cells.13

DOT1L is the only human methyltransferase (MTase) that does

not contain a SET domain. Instead, DOT1L belongs to an ancient class

of proteins known as seven-β-strand (7BS) MTases, known for their

conserved structure that contains a Rossmann fold.14 This fold is pre-

sent in myriad proteins across all kingdoms of life where they modify

not only proteins but also lipids and small molecules.15–17 Recent

studies have led to the discovery of novel 7BS lysine MTases (KMTs),

like those that belong to the yeast MTase family 16 (MTF16) which

methylate lysine residues in non-histone proteins.18,19 Therefore,

studying the biophysical and biochemical features of DOT1L is impor-

tant to understand the mechanistic functions of DOT1L and these

related KMTs at a fundamental level, in addition to the role of DOT1L

in leukemogenesis.12

One of the longest known examples of genomic alterations

affecting epigenomic regulators are oncogenic fusion proteins.20

Oncogenic fusion proteins are found in a variety of cancers spanning

across the three germ layers.21 In particular, oncogenic fusion of

mixed lineage leukemia (MLL) proteins with different AF (acute lym-

phoid leukemia [ALL1]-fused gene) proteins induces leukemogenesis

in humans.12,22–25 Notably, all these fusion proteins cause leukemia

by using the AF region of the fusion protein to recruit DOT1L to

MLL-targeted genes, leading to inappropriate activation of genes in

these cells.12,26

Here, our goal was to extend previous structural information by

performing a robust molecular dynamic study of DOT1L in complex

with cofactor SAM, key nucleosome interaction partners histone H4

and ubiquitin, and leukemogenic partners AF10 and AF9. We interro-

gated the structural and dynamic features of DOT1L within these

complexes that are important for DOT1L's function and localization.

The results reported here provide the first characterization of the

time-dependent behavior of a key functional domain of DOT1L, coor-

dinated movement and stability of interactions after mutation. This is

important as many experimental structures are available for DOT1L

and yet, insight into how the structure of DOT1L produces motions of

functional consequence remains to be fully understood. Therefore,

since DOT1L is a well-known epigenomic regulator and is targeted in

MLL-AF fusion leukemias, this new knowledge bears both biochemical

and biomedical relevance.12 We envision these studies may aid the

development of small drugs to inhibit key disease-relevant functions

of these complexes.

2 | METHODS

The modeling for DOT1L alone and in complexes was done using pre-

viously solved experimental structures downloaded from RCSB PDB

(rcsb.org)27 and plotted in Figure 1A. The structure of the human

DOT1L enzymatic region with substrate SAM has been solved with

the natural S-adenosyl-L-methionine (SAM) cofactor and by two

groups with nearly identical results (1NW328 and 3QOW29). More-

over, DOT1L bound to an H2B-ubiqutinated nucleosome has been

resolved using cryo-electron microscopy30–34 and includes a model of

DOT1L H3 methylation in the active state (PDB ID 6NQA30). Two

additional structures have been resolved, one through X-ray diffrac-

tion of an octamer of heterodimers of DOT1L and AF10 (PDB ID

6JN235), and the other through NMR for DOT1L heterodimer com-

plexes with AF9 (PDB ID 2MV736).

Modeling and molecular dynamics (MD) analysis for each struc-

ture were performed as previously described.37 Briefly, each RCSB

PDB structure 1NW3, 3QOW, 6NQA, 6JN2, and 2MV7 was used as a

template and refined with two cycles of 1000 steps of steepest

descent and one cycle with 1000 steps of conjugate gradient. MD

simulations were performed using the CHARMM22 force field38 for

the initial 2 ns and extended 10 ns with NAMD 2.13,39 with each rep-

licate using unique random number seeds, NPT ensemble, and implicit

solvent. Visualizations were developed with Discovery Studio

(Biovia).40

Root-mean-square fluctuation (RMSF) values were calculated on

the residue level as average of atomic RMSF across trajectories

aligned to the initial conformation. For each conformation, the radius

of gyration and root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) values were cal-

culated, the latter after trajectories aligned and relative to the initial

conformation. Interacting residues were assessed for effects of muta-

tions. For each interacting residue, the effect of mutations on the

binding affinity with SAM, H4, ubiquitin, AF10, or AF9 (ΔΔGbinding,

kcal/mol) was calculated as the difference in the binding free energy
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in the mutated versus the wild type protein at pH 7.4. Mutation ener-

gies were reported as follows: stabilizing (blue) mutation energy is less

than �0.5 kcal/mol, destabilizing (red) mutation energy is greater than

0.5 kcal/mol, and neutral (white) is in between.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Molecular dynamics predict the static
structure under-estimates DOT1L interaction
with SAM

3.1.1 | Static structure and interactions between
DOT1L and SAM

To understand interactions with SAM, we first characterized the

interactions present in the static experimental structure. The enzy-

matic region of DOT1L is at the N-terminal of the protein

(Figure 1A). The structure can be topologically divided into three dis-

tinct domains, namely: (1) a DOT1L-specific histone-binding domain,

(2) a KMT domain containing the SAM-binding site, and (3) the

ubiquitin-based activation domain (Figure 2A). The SAM-binding site

adopts a funnel-like configuration with a wider hydrophobic

entrance, which accommodates the adenine group and a narrower,

negatively charged region that fits the methionyl moiety. Residues

in DOT1L contributing to these interactions included P133, E138,

T139, D161, G163, Q168, E186, K187, G221, D222, and F223,

which together created 19 hydrogen bonds and 4 π interactions to

support binding (Table 1, Figure 2B,C). Residues from both the

histone-binding region and KMT domain Rossmann folds were inter-

acting with SAM. Notably, despite several charged amino acids from

DOT1L within the binding site, no salt bridge participated in binding.

SAM contributed 286 Å2 of contact surface area, composed of a

161 Å2 of polar surface and 125 Å2 nonpolar surface. Complementa-

rily, DOT1L displayed a binding pocket area of 309 Å2, with a polar

surface of 180 Å2 and 121 Å2 nonpolar surface. Thus, the SAM

cofactor makes numerous interactions that are likely important for

DOT1L function.

3.1.2 | General dynamics

To study the coordinated pattern of the enzyme's molecular move-

ments, we analyzed simulations of multiple time lengths, which can be

quantitatively described using different measurements. RMSF showed

that both the N-terminal histone binding and the C-terminal ubiquitin

binding domains were the most mobile regions of DOT1L (Figure 2D).

The behavior of within these regions can be characterized as highly

mobile loops alternating with less dynamic helical regions, except for

the C-terminal helix. This terminal helix, however, would likely behave

differently in the context of the full-length protein, since it connects

the nucleosome-binding enzymatic region (PDB ID: 6NQA30) to a dis-

ordered region followed by coiled-coiled interactions with AF10 pro-

teins (PDB ID: 6JN235) or an alpha-beta fold interaction with AF9

(2MV7,36 Figure 1A). Mobile regions flank a domain defined by low

RMSF values, which corresponds to the conserved KMT core sur-

rounding the cofactor SAM. An additional high-RMSF region corre-

sponds to a loop that aligns the DOT1L enzymatic region on the acid

patch of H2A/H2B.30 Therefore, these results represent the coordi-

nated motions that define the dynamics of the enzymatic region of

DOT1L bound to SAM, showing that the DOT1L–SAM complex

moves as a unit.

Principal component analysis was used as a data reduction

method to isolate the predominant molecular motions observed over

the combined set of 10 ns MD trajectories across replicates. These

motions were summarized by RMSF and the Radius of Gyration of

each of the first three PCs (Supplemental Figure S1A,B). The largest

contributions to these motions came from the ubiquitin-interacting

C-terminal helix, as well as the loops and small helix in the region

spanning the H4 and SAM interactions (Figure S1C). Thus, the DOT1L

structural flexibility is at regions that facilitate key interactions that

lead to aligning DOT1L on the nucleosome through H4 and ubiquitin.

Comparison of the initial structure against the time-dependent

motions simulations revealed modifications in the molecular volume,

shape, and secondary structure. Chief among them was a more com-

pact general structure along with changes in secondary structures

within the N-terminal domain. In fact, the molecular volume of DOT1L

decreased from 53 749 Å3 before simulation to 50 237 ± 94 Å3 at the

F IGURE 1 Overview of DOT1L protein and available 3D structures. (A) DOT1L consists of an enzymatic histone methyltransferase region
(PDB 1NW3 and 6NQA, near N-terminus of the protein) and interprotein interactions with AF10 (PDB 6JN2) and AF9 (PDB 2MV7). Locations of
sheets and helices are shown below the structures. (B) The largest structured region of the protein aligns with the enzymatic region, which is
followed by a disordered region. The remainder of the protein alternates between ordered and disordered regions
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F IGURE 2 DOT1L residues D161, G163, G165, E186, F223, and N241 facilitate important interactions with SAM and are intolerant to
mutation. (A) The DOT1L enzymatic region can be divided into three regions, the first is specific to DOT1L (red), the second is a conserved
histone methyltransferase domain from a series of Rossmann folds (blue), and a region that interacts with ubiquitin (purple; PDB 1NW3). The
substrate SAM (yellow) fits in a pocket formed by the Rossmann folds. (B) Two-dimensional projection showing DOT1L residues interacting with
SAM colored as in (A). (C) The frequency (increasing green) and type of noncovalent interactions (hydrogen bond, electrostatic, and hydrophobic)
in the static structure. (D) RMSF shows larger fluctuations in DOT1L-specific histone interacting region and less mobility in enzymatic region.
Individual replicates are shown in gray, group median is shown in red. Arrows highlight residues with intermolecular interactions. (E) Average
frequency of noncovalent atomic contact (increasing green) in dynamics illustrates E134 and S164 generate dynamic interactions absent in the
static state. (F) Residue interaction energy shows T139, D161, G163, and E186 with the most negative energy (van der Waals and electrostatic)
contributions in the static and dynamic conditions, while E138, S164, and Q168 are lowest in the dynamics only. Blue represents negative, white
zero and red positive energy values. (G) Mutational energy (binding) between a DOT1L residue and SAM, thresholded as destabilizing (>0.5 kcal/
mol, red), or stabilizing (<0.5 kcal/mol, blue). Interactions with D161, G163, E186, F223, and N241 are destabilized by the majority of possible
variants
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TABLE 1 Noncovalent interactions in each structure

Structure Distance (Å) Bond type From To

1NW3 1.767 Conventional hydrogen bond A:THR139:HN A:SAM500:OCT1

1NW3 1.858 Conventional hydrogen bond A:THR139:HG1 A:SAM500:OCT2

1NW3 2.075 Conventional hydrogen bond A:GLN168:HE21 A:SAM500:OCT1

1NW3 2.594 Conventional hydrogen bond A:LYS187:HN A:SAM500:N3

1NW3 2.040 Conventional hydrogen bond A:PHE223:HN A:SAM500:N1

1NW3 2.225 Conventional hydrogen bond A:SAM500:H2 A:ASP161:OD1

1NW3 1.781 Conventional hydrogen bond A:SAM500:H3 A:GLY163:O

1NW3 1.845 Conventional hydrogen bond A:SAM500:HO3’ A:GLU186:OE1

1NW3 1.796 Conventional hydrogen bond A:SAM500:HO2’ A:GLU186:OE2

1NW3 2.107 Conventional hydrogen bond A:SAM500:H61 A:ASP222:OD1

1NW3 2.203 Carbon hydrogen bond A:GLU138:HA A:SAM500:OCT1

1NW3 2.585 Carbon hydrogen bond A:GLY163:HA1 A:SAM500:O4’

1NW3 2.744 Carbon hydrogen bond A:GLY163:HA2 A:SAM500:N3

1NW3 2.448 Carbon hydrogen bond A:ASP222:HA A:SAM500:N1

1NW3 2.488 Carbon hydrogen bond A:SAM500:H4’ A:GLY163:O

1NW3 2.840 Carbon hydrogen bond A:SAM500:H4’ A:GLU186:OE1

1NW3 2.704 Carbon hydrogen bond A:SAM500:H2’ A:PRO133:O

1NW3 2.495 Carbon hydrogen bond A:SAM500:H1’ A:GLU186:OE1

1NW3 2.193 Carbon hydrogen bond A:SAM500:H8 A:PRO133:O

1NW3 2.507 Carbon hydrogen bond A:SAM500:H4 A:GLY221:O

1NW3 3.782 Pi–Pi stacked A:PHE223 A:SAM500

1NW3 4.499 Pi–Pi stacked A:SAM500 A:PHE223

1NW3 4.838 Pi–Alkyl A:SAM500 A:LYS187

1NW3 3.966 Pi–Alkyl A:SAM500 A:LYS187

6NQA 2.310 Salt bridge; attractive charge F:LYS20:HZ3 K:ASP28:OD2

6NQA 2.873 Conventional hydrogen bond F:ALA15:HT3 K:ASN116:O

6NQA 1.928 Conventional hydrogen bond F:ARG19:HH12 E:NLE79:O

6NQA 2.237 Conventional hydrogen bond F:ARG19:HH22 E:GLN76:O

6NQA 1.823 Conventional hydrogen bond K:ASN116:HD21 F:ALA15:O

6NQA 2.822 Carbon hydrogen bond F:ARG17:HD2 K:SER304:OG

6NQA 2.732 Carbon hydrogen bond F:LYS20:HE2 K:ASP28:OD2

6NQA 2.381 Pi–cation; Pi–donor H bond F:LYS16:HZ2 K:HIS31

6NQA 5.594 Pi–Pi stacked F:HIS18 K:TYR136

6NQA 4.082 Alkyl F:ALA15 K:PRO122

6NQA 5.080 Pi–Alkyl K:HIS31 F:LYS16

6NQA 2.502 Conventional hydrogen bond K:ARG319:HE L:LEU71:O

6NQA 3.038 Carbon hydrogen bond K:ARG319:HD2 L:LEU71:O

6NQA 5.115 Alkyl K:ALA258 L:LEU73

6NQA 5.182 Alkyl K:ILE290 L:LEU73

6NQA 5.027 Alkyl K:LEU322 L:LEU71

6NQA 5.217 Alkyl L:ARG74 K:LEU284

6NQA 4.788 Pi–Alkyl K:PHE326 L:ILE36

6NQA 5.359 Pi–Alkyl K:PHE326 L:PRO37

6JN2 Intradimer 2.705 Salt bridge; attractive charge B:LYS508:HZ3 A:ASP739:OD2

6JN2 Intradimer 4.587 Attractive charge B:LYS521:NZ A:GLU758:OE2

6JN2 Intradimer 2.929 Conventional hydrogen bond A:GLN751:HN B:GLU518:OE2
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

Structure Distance (Å) Bond type From To

6JN2 Intradimer 2.782 Conventional hydrogen bond A:GLN751:HE22 B:GLU518:OE1

6JN2 Intradimer 2.108 Conventional hydrogen bond A:ASN754:HD22 B:ASN522:OD1

6JN2 Intradimer 1.988 Conventional hydrogen bond B:LYS503:HZ1 A:GLN734:O

6JN2 Intradimer 2.306 Conventional hydrogen bond B:ASN522:HD21 A:GLU753:OE2

6JN2 Intradimer 2.768 Carbon hydrogen bond A:LEU747:HA B:GLU518:OE2

6JN2 Intradimer 2.420 Carbon hydrogen bond A:GLN772:HA B:GLN539:OE1

6JN2 Intradimer 2.565 Carbon hydrogen bond B:LYS508:HE1 A:ASP739:OD2

6JN2 Intradimer 2.192 Carbon hydrogen bond B:LYS521:HE1 A:ASN754:OD1

6JN2 Intradimer 2.239 Carbon hydrogen bond B:ASN522:HA A:ASN754:OD1

6JN2 Intradimer 4.811 Alkyl A:MET743 B:LEU511

6JN2 Intradimer 4.825 Alkyl A:LEU747 B:LEU514

6JN2 Intradimer 4.519 Alkyl A:LEU747 B:LEU515

6JN2 Intradimer 4.946 Alkyl A:LEU757 B:LEU525

6JN2 Intradimer 5.252 Alkyl A:LEU764 B:LEU532

6JN2 Intradimer 5.028 Alkyl A:LEU764 B:LEU533

6JN2 Intradimer 5.330 Alkyl A:LEU778 B:LEU546

6JN2 Intradimer 5.366 Alkyl B:LYS519 A:LEU750

6JN2 Intradimer 4.439 Alkyl B:ALA528 A:ILE761

6JN2 Intradimer 4.791 Alkyl B:ALA529 A:LEU757

6JN2 Intradimer 4.750 Alkyl B:ALA529 A:ILE761

6JN2 Intradimer 5.045 Alkyl B:LYS540 A:LEU771

6JN2 Intradimer 5.166 Pi–Alkyl B:TYR507 A:MET743

6JN2 Interdimer 5.441 Attractive charge A:ARG770:NH1 E:PRO781:OCT1

6JN2 Interdimer 2.306 Carbon hydrogen bond A:TRP724:HD1 G:LEU720:O

6JN2 Interdimer 2.774 Carbon hydrogen bond A:PRO781:HA C:GLU769:OE1

6JN2 Interdimer 2.774 Carbon hydrogen bond C:PRO781:HA A:GLU769:OE1

6JN2 Interdimer 2.305 Carbon hydrogen bond G:TRP724:HD1 A:LEU720:O

6JN2 Interdimer 5.477 Alkyl A:ILE716 G:LEU731

6JN2 Interdimer 5.439 Alkyl A:LEU720 G:LEU731

6JN2 Interdimer 5.477 Alkyl A:LEU731 G:ILE716

6JN2 Interdimer 5.440 Alkyl A:LEU731 G:LEU720

6JN2 Interdimer 5.363 Alkyl A:LEU774 E:LEU778

6JN2 Interdimer 5.363 Alkyl A:LEU778 E:LEU774

6JN2 Interdimer 4.228 Alkyl A:VAL780 C:LEU773

6JN2 Interdimer 5.238 Alkyl B:LEU488 H:LEU488

6JN2 Interdimer 4.875 Alkyl B:LYS492 H:LEU484

6JN2 Interdimer 4.277 Alkyl B:LYS492 HLEU488

6JN2 Interdimer 4.228 Alkyl C:VAL780 A:LEU773

6JN2 Interdimer 4.875 Alkyl h:LYS492 B:LEU484

6JN2 Interdimer 4.276 Alkyl h:LYS492 B:LEU488

6JN2 Interdimer 4.336 Pi–Alkyl A:TRP724 G:LEU720

6JN2 Interdimer 5.360 Pi–Alkyl A:TRP724 G:LEU720

6JN2 Interdimer 4.877 Pi–Alkyl A:PHE730 h:LEU487

6JN2 Interdimer 5.390 Pi–Alkyl B:TYR495 h:LEU484

6JN2 Interdimer 4.765 Pi–Alkyl B:PHE498 G:LEU719

6JN2 Interdimer 5.365 Pi–Alkyl B:PHE547 F:LYS540

(Continues)
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end of simulations. Similarly, the surface area decreased from

12 381 Å2 to 10 036 ± 165 Å2. The changes in DOT1L upon the com-

parison of the structure before the simulation to after dynamics simula-

tions are depicted in Figure S2A,B. Interestingly, some conspicuous

changes occurred at the N-terminal helical domains in a manner that

resemble similar regions found in the yeast dot1 structure (Figure S2C,

white, PDB ID: 1U2Z41). These changes were characterized by remo-

deling of the loop that joins the DOT1L-specific region to the KMT

domains, where the loop becomes helical (Figure S2, yellow). These

transient helical regions appear to transmit downward forces that coor-

dinate movements between these domains, thereby determining the

dynamic spatial location of both the SAM and H4 tail binding. This

mechanism is important since the spatial location of the SAM pocket in

relationship to its substrate, H3K79, is required for H3K79 methyla-

tion.30–32 These dynamic-induced changes that remodel regions of the

human protein to mimic the yeast ortholog suggest that the molecular

architecture for these enzymes, when considering possible dynamic var-

iations, is likely more similar across species than previously inferred

from static crystallography-derived models.

3.1.3 | Dynamics interactions between DOT1L
and SAM

We assessed changes to the DOT1L–SAM interaction patterns

observed after MD. Here, residues P133, E134, E138, T139, D161,

TABLE 1 (Continued)

Structure Distance (Å) Bond type From To

6JN2 Interdimer 5.374 Pi–Alkyl B:PHE547 F:ILE543

6JN2 Interdimer 5.365 Pi–Alkyl F:PHE547 B:LYS540

6JN2 Interdimer 5.374 Pi–Alkyl F:PHE547 B:ILE543

6JN2 Interdimer 4.335 Pi–Alkyl G:TRP724 A:LEU720

6JN2 Interdimer 5.360 Pi–Alkyl G:TRP724 A:LEU720

6JN2 Interdimer 4.877 Pi–Alkyl G:PHE730 B:LEU487

6JN2 Interdimer 5.389 Pi–Alkyl H:TYR495 B:LEU484

6JN2 Interdimer 4.765 Pi–Alkyl H:PHE498 A:LEU719

2MV7 2.005 Conventional hydrogen bond A:GLN524:HE22 B:VAL889:O

2MV7 2.678 Conventional hydrogen bond A:ASN528:HD22 B:VAL889:O

2MV7 2.610 Conventional hydrogen bond A:PHE543:HN B:ILE883:O

2MV7 2.702 Conventional hydrogen bond A:PHE545:HN B:VAL881:O

2MV7 2.560 Conventional hydrogen bond A:LEU547:HN B:LEU879:O

2MV7 2.159 Conventional hydrogen bond A:CYS548:HG B:ASN877:O

2MV7 2.175 Conventional hydrogen bond B:VAL881:HN A:PHE545:O

2MV7 1.920 Conventional hydrogen bond B:ILE883:HN A:PHE543:O

2MV7 2.398 Conventional hydrogen bond B:VAL889:HN A:GLN524:OE1

2MV7 2.307 Carbon hydrogen bond A:HIS511:HE1 B:PRO880:O

2MV7 2.317 Carbon hydrogen bond A:ASP544:HA B:VAL881:O

2MV7 2.334 Carbon hydrogen bond A:ASP546:HA B:LEU879:O

2MV7 2.550 Carbon hydrogen bond B:PRO880:HA A:PHE545:O

2MV7 2.472 Carbon hydrogen bond B:PRO880:HA A:ASP546:OD1

2MV7 2.357 Carbon hydrogen bond B:SER882:HA A:PHE543:O

2MV7 2.551 Carbon hydrogen bond B:VAL888:HA A:GLN524:OE1

2MV7 2.869 Pi–Sigma B:VAL881:HB A:PHE545

2MV7 4.594 Alkyl A:LEU523 B:ILE883

2MV7 4.689 Alkyl A:VAL527 B:VAL888

2MV7 5.270 Alkyl A:VAL527 B:LEU890

2MV7 5.299 Alkyl A:ILE538 B:LEU890

2MV7 5.043 Alkyl A:LEU547 B:LEU879

2MV7 5.169 Alkyl B:VAL881 A:LEU514

2MV7 4.099 Pi–Alkyl A:HIS511 B:LEU879

2MV7 5.037 Pi–Alkyl A:HIS511 B:VAL881

2MV7 5.236 Pi–Alkyl A:PHE543 B:LEU890
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G163, S164, G165, Q168, V185, E186, K187, G221, D222, and F223

most consistently interacted with SAM across MD replicates

(Figure 2E) and that T139, D161, G163, Q168, E186, D222, and F223

contributed the lowest interaction energy (van der Waals and electro-

static energy) in the conformations sampled during the dynamic tra-

jectories (Figure 2F). Four residues, E134, S164, G165, and V185,

interacted with SAM in dynamics but were not identified as inter-

acting with SAM in the static structure, increasing the interacting resi-

dues by 36% over the static structure.

We subsequently performed scanning mutagenesis using all

20 natural amino acids for each position identified to interact with

SAM in either the static or dynamic models (Figure 2G). Using this

approach, we found that the majority of substitutions of E134, E138,

S164, Q168, G221, and D222 were tolerated, while most substitu-

tions at D161, G163, and E186 were destabilizing. Lastly, changes at

P133 and A188 were either stabilizing or destabilizing depending on

the amino acid replacement. Therefore, this method reveals that

D161, G163, G165, E186, F223, and N241 facilitate important inter-

actions with SAM and are intolerant to mutation.

3.2 | Dynamics analysis identifies increased
DOT1L–H4 tail and DOT1L–ubiquitin interactions
with DOT1L loop stabilizations

3.2.1 | Static structure and interactions between
DOT1L, histone H4, and ubiquitin

Next, we studied a complex of DOT1L with the histone H4 tail and

ubiquitin, derived from the structure of nucleosome-bound form of

this enzyme (Figure 3A). Distance-dependent cutoffs showed that

DOT1L residues D28, H30, H31, N116, P122, Y136, and S304 form a

pocket that accommodates the flexible H4 tail, contacting amino acids

A15, H16, and H20 (Figure 3B,C, Table 1). These residues stabilized

the complex by forming four hydrogen bonds, a salt bridge, and four

hydrophobic interactions. Interface surface analyses indicated that

the H4 tails provide a contact area of 157 Å2 with 90 Å2 polar and

67 Å2 non-polar surfaces. The DOT1L contact surface area for this

binding encompassed 156 Å2, with 96 Å2 polar and 60 Å2 non-polar.

Hence, in comparison, the binding surface for histone is half the size

of the surface used for SAM binding. Using similar approaches as

above, we also studied the interaction between DOT1L and ubiquitin

attached to H2BK120, which is necessary for DOT1L docking to the

nucleosome and activation of its enzymatic activity. Analyses of the

DOT1L–ubiquitin complex, before MD simulations, indicated that the

binding between these molecules was stabilized by two hydrogen and

six hydrophobic interactions (Figure 3C,D, Table 1). DOT1L residues

A258, L284, I290, R319, L322, and F326 were involved in this inter-

molecular interaction (Figure 3C), forming a total contact area of

400 Å2, with 196 Å2 of polar and 203 Å2 nonpolar surface contribu-

tions. Thus, the DOT1L–ubiquitin interaction interface had a larger

surface than either SAM or H4 and contained a higher proportion of

non-polar contacts. The complementary ubiquitin surface, which is

formed by T7, I36, P37, L71, and L73, presented a contact area of

386 Å2, with 176 Å2 and 210 Å2 polar and nonpolar contributions,

respectively. In this regard, the DOT1L-binding surfaces for both SAM

and ubiquitin were extensive, attesting to their key roles as substrate

and cofactor, respectively.

3.2.2 | General dynamics

Adding histone and ubiquitin to our MD simulations did not signifi-

cantly alter the overall pattern of DOT1L mobilities relative to the

models with DOT1L and SAM alone (Figure 3d). The largest RMSF

occurred at the N-terminal sheets. The structures also exhibited

increased RMSF from the beginning of DOT1L helix 2 to the end of

the loop between helix 3 and helix 4. This indicates that the molecular

motions after histone binding are concordant with the motions of

DOT1L without the histone, and therefore future work on the mono-

mer is of value. Relative to DOT1L–SAM alone, there was lower

RMSF from the end of helix 4 through the loop after helix 5, which

corresponds to the region that interacts with histone H4. Finally,

there was reduced RMSF at DOT1L helix 12 whose residues interact

with ubiquitin. This is important as ubiquitin serves as a signal for

DOT1L, which recognizes Ub-K120 H2B containing nucleosomes but

not as an allosteric activator.42 We found no changes for SAM binding

in the DOT1L–ubiquitin–H4 tail complex. This is consistent with the

fact that processing of SAM for H3K79 methylation does not involve

changes in DOT1L shape but rather a significant rotation along the

surface of the nucleosomes to contact H3K79.30–32 Therefore, the

dynamic results presented here are congruent with the function

attributed to all members of the complex and show that the binding

of DOT1L, SAM, and H4 stabilizes the complex resulting in less

dynamic range of motion.

3.2.3 | Dynamics interactions between DOT1L, H4,
and ubiquitin

The time-dependent behavior of the DOT1L–H4 interactions in MD

showed that 22 DOT1L residues were interacting with H4, and D28,

Y115, N116, E138, K300, S304, W305, and T306 have the largest

quantity of interactions consistently across replicates (Figure 3E),

whereas D28, E138, and K300 have with the most consistent energy

lowering contributions (Figure 3F). Of these only D28, N116, and

S304 were captured in the static structure analysis. Between DOT1L

and ubiquitin, 16 DOT1L residues were contributing interactions, and

L284, R319, E323, F326, and K330 had the largest number of interac-

tions in every replicate. DOT1L residues E323 and K330 exhibited the

largest stabilizing interaction energy contributions with ubiquitin. In

summary, the dynamics analysis increased the number of DOT1L resi-

dues interacting with H4 3.6-fold and with ubiquitin 2.6-fold. The

static model missed four of eight most frequency interacting residues

with H4 and missed two of the three residues with the most energeti-

cally stabilizing interactions with H4. It also missed two of the five
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F IGURE 3 Interface and coordinated motions of the DOT1L enzymatic domain, histone H4 and ubiquitin. (A) DOT1 enzymatic region,
colored as in Figure 2A, with histone H4 (green) and ubiquitin (violet) (from PDB 6NQA). (B) Two-dimensional projection of DOT1L residues
interacting with histone H4 and ubiquitin. (C) Six DOT1L residues have non-covalent bonds with residues of histone H4 and an additional six
DOT1L residues have non-covalent bonds with ubiquitin in the static structure. (D) RMSF analysis shows a similar pattern to Figure 2D, with high
flexibility in the DOT1L-specific histone H4 interacting region and the ubiquitin binding region. Individual replicates are shown in gray, group
median is shown in red. (E) Thirty-six DOT1L residues consistently contribute non-covalent interactions under dynamics. (F) Interaction energy
shows D28 is important in the static structure, and with dynamics E138, K300, E323, and K330 in addition to D28 have the largest stabilizing
energetic contributions. (G) Mutational energy calculation shows mutations that are destabilizing (red) or stabilizing (blue). Interactions with D28,
Y115, E123, Y138, E138, L322, and F326 are destabilized by most mutations
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most frequently interacting residues with ubiquitin and the two most

energetically stabilizing interactions with ubiquitin. These residues

represent the most important targets for disrupting the alignment of

DOT1L on a nucleosome.

We also performed scanning mutagenesis, as described above for

SAM, to calculate differences in the free energy of binding between

the wild type and mutants interacting with ubiquitin and the H4 tail

(Figure 3G). Scanning mutagenesis revealed most substitutions in H30

to be stabilizing for the DOT1L–histone H4 interaction, whereas sub-

stitutions in D28, Y115, E123, L125, N126, Y136, and E138 were

destabilizing. Substitutions in L322 and F326 were also primarily

destabilizing to the DOT1L–ubiquitin interaction. In conclusion, the

interactions including residues in DOT1L helices 4 and 5 critical for

the DOT1L–H4 interface are damaged by most variants.

3.3 | Dynamic analyses of DOT1L–AF10 reveals
increased coil–coil interactions in heterodimers and
displacement of N-terminal coils with anchoring
C-terminal coils in heterotetramer complexes

Efforts to define the role of DOT1L in leukemogenesis have yielded

the structures of DOT1L–AF10 and DOT1L–AF9. These complexes

form in regions of DOT1L downstream of the N-terminal enzymatic

region. DOT1L is disordered between the enzymatic region and AF10

and AF9 binding regions and is predicted to alternate between

ordered and disordered regions from the AF-protein interacting

regions to the C-terminus of the protein (Figure 1B). Through MLL-AF

fusion proteins, DOT1L is recruited to de novo target regions of the

genome thereby leading to neoplastic transformation. Notably, how-

ever, these interactions are not exclusive to leukemia, as AF proteins,

including AF10 and AF9, also bind DOT1L in normal cells.9,12 Thus,

the activity of fusion proteins cannot be turned off by disassembly of

the complex in tumors without also disrupting normal DOT1L func-

tion. Both DOT1L–AF structures will be analyzed in the following

sections.

3.3.1 | Static structure and interactions between
DOT1L and AF10

Figure 4A shows the composition of the heterodimer of DOT1L with

AF10. As shown in Table 1, bonds established by the dimer were pri-

marily hydrophobic (13) and hydrogen bonds (10), with minimal con-

tribution of salt bridges (2) (Figure 4B,C). Using distance cutoffs, the

dimer formed an “alkyl” zipper, which involves a set of aliphatic amino

acids including several leucine residues. Eighteen DOT1L residues par-

ticipated in AF10 interactions. Therefore, the interactions between

DOT1L and AF10 form a stable interface of electrostatic and hydro-

phobic interactions. Interface surface analyses showed that DOT1L

contributed a contact surface area of 486 Å2, split into 192 Å2 polar

and 294 Å2 nonpolar. A surface of similar area (479 Å2) divided into

164 Å2 polar and 315 Å2 nonpolar was found for AF10. Thus, the

dimerization occurred in the form of a zipper, primarily by creating

large nonpolar complementary surface contacts.

3.3.2 | General dynamics

MD simulations indicated that each member of the dimer can form

more extensive bonding. At the N-terminus, the chains came together

and moved against each other. The combined movement of the dimer

resembled a flexible polymer rope that folds and extends around a

kink located immediately upstream of the C-terminal leucine zipper.

These patterns of motion were characterized by low RMSF at key

force redirecting points of the secondary structure (Figure 4D), such

as the region surrounding the kink at the C-terminus of the structure.

Of note, areas outside of the kink had high RMSF with the highest

values obtained at the edges of the molecules. This result is character-

istic for dimers of this type, which are simulated in isolation from the

main structure and/or other surrounding coiled-coiled partners

(e.g., microfilament bundles) and therefore tend to bend in the middle.

The RMSF plots demonstrated for both, DOT1L and AF10, that the

ends of the structures had the highest fluctuations, while the loops

connecting the two helices and the middle of the structures had the

least fluctuations.

3.3.3 | Dynamic interactions between DOT1L
and AF10

In dynamics, 28 of the 82 DOT1L residues in this fragment interacted

with AF10 (Figure 4E), a 1.5-fold increase. The most stabilizing inter-

action energies were from residues K492, K503, K508, K519, K521,

and R545 (Figure 4F). The leucine residues in this region were the

least tolerant toward mutation (Figure 4G). Thus, we conclude that,

like other polymeric structures of similar design, the behavior of this

DOT1L–AF10 structure displays movements characteristic of isolated

coiled-coiled and leucine zipper domains.

The dynamic behavior of the DOT1L–AF10 leucine zipper was

found to produce a very stable scaffold, which, for the most part,

kept its overall shape, as described in Figure 4. Next, we determined

how the tetramer of DOT1L–AF10 heterodimers (tetramer)

described by Song et al.35 acted as a whole, considering each

DOT1L–AF10 heterodimer as a unit (Figure 5A). In the static struc-

ture, residues from a single DOT1L–AF10 heterodimer interacted

with residues from five of the other six chains in the tetramer

(Figure 5B,C). DOT1L residues L484, L487, L488, K492, Y495,

K540, I543, and F547 contributed hydrophobic interactions in for-

ming the tetramer. Under dynamic conditions, additional

noncovalent interactions occurred between DOT1L residues A483,

K486, E489, Q494, Q548 and Q549 and residues of other

heterodimers in the majority of sampled trajectories (Figure 5F),

while the lowest interaction energies were from DOT1L residues

K486, K540, and Q549 (Figure 5G). Scanning mutagenesis revealed

that most mutations in L484, L487, L488, Y495, and F547 were
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destabilizing, whereas the majority in K492 were stabilizing

(Figure 5H). Thus, dynamics revealed a 1.75-fold increase in DOT1L

residues interacting with other heterodimers, especially the highly

stabilizing interactions at K486 and Q549 unique to dynamics, and

that the highly interacting DOT1L residues Y495 and F547 are des-

tabilized by most mutations.

F IGURE 4 The stable scaffold of the DOT1L–AF10 heterodimer leucine zipper. (A) DOT1L (light blue) interaction with AF10 (pink) (PDB
6JN2). (B) Two-dimensional projection of DOT1L/AF10 interaction, DOT1L residues light blue circles, AF10 pink chain. (C) Eighteen DOT1L

residues have noncovalent interactions in the static structure. (D) RMSF shows DOT1L and AF10 similar patterns of movement, with the both
helix 1 more flexible relative to the hinge-loop, and with low flexibility in both helix 2 until close to the C-terminus. Individual replicates are
shown in gray, group median is shown in red. (E) Twenty-five DOT1L residues participate in noncovalent interactions in more than half the
replicates under dynamic conditions. (F) DOT1L residues K503, K508, and K521 have the lowest interaction energies (blue) in the static structure,
while those plus K492, K519, and R545 are consistently the lowest (blue) during dynamics. Increases in interaction energy are shown in red.
(G) Mutational energy (binding) between AF10 and specific DOT1L residues show interactions with L499, Y507, L514, L515, and L532 are
destabilized (red) by most mutations, while K540 is stabilized (blue) by most mutations
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3.3.4 | General dynamics of the tetramer

The RMSF values showed similar and wide distributions across the

entire structure, with peaks in the loops between the two helices of a

heterodimer pair (Figure 5D). The hinge region of AF10 was the most

mobile, while the tail C-terminal regions of both DOT1L and AF10, now

interacting with other tails, were the most stable. This pattern was pre-

sent at multiple time scales, present in both 2 ns simulations, and con-

tinued through 10 ns after NAMD dynamics extensions (Figure S3A).

Therefore, in the tetramer complex each DOT1L–AF10 heterodimer

F IGURE 5 Legend on next page.
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pair was moving in concert, with displacement of the N-terminal helices

relative to the C-terminal helices through the connecting hinge.

To further characterize these displacements, when the tetramer is

viewed along the longest dimension as in Figure 5A, it resembles a

bowtie with wide ends and a narrow middle. We detected movements

that, in an alternating manner, decreased and increased the angles (94�

to 141�) between the DOT1L helices within a single DOT1L–AF10

heterodimer pair (Figure S3B, i and ii). From the lateral view, the struc-

ture wiggled similar to a fish with the two ends of the molecule having

a rhythmic lateral motion between 110 and 122 Å (Figure S3, iii). The

diamond shape at the center of the tetramer, the C-terminal ends of

each chain, moved in place and influenced the displacement of the

DOT1 N-terminal ends, displayed in a CPK style (teal). These move-

ments were reflected in a quantitative manner in 2D as RMSF values

and in 3D after principal component analysis (PCA) (Figure 5D,

Figure S4). Interestingly, the lateral displacement of the AF10 chains

was smaller (Figure 5E) than those of DOT1L, which appeared to exert

a slightly undulating movement. AF10 formed more of a column that,

when intertwined with DOT1L, supports the lateral movements of both

ends in a wider swinging motion. Each DOT1L N-terminal end in the

complex connects through a disordered region to the DOT1L enzymatic

domain, which contains a nucleosomal DNA binding domain. These

molecular motions likely aid the DOT1L–AF10 heterotetramer to recog-

nize nucleosomes marked by ubiquitination of H2B at K120. We also

conjecture that these motions modulate DOT1L KMT function. Thus,

dynamics studies of the tetrameric complex of DOT1L1-AF10

heterodimers illuminated displacement of the DOT1L N-terminal not

observed in the heterodimer alone, pointing toward further studies that

are needed to understand the role of this complex in leukemogenesis.

3.4 | Dynamic analyses of DOT1L–AF9 reveals an
increased heterodimerization surface anchored
by K878

3.4.1 | Static structure and interaction between
DOT1L and AF9

Finally, we examined the structural, dynamic, and functional features

of the DOT1L–AF9 complex (Figure 1B), which also plays a role in the

genome-wide recruitment of this KMT and its mistargeted H3K79

methylation of nucleosomes during leukemogenesis due to MLL-AF9

fusions. One of the key structural features of AF9 is the domain

involved in the recruitment and mistargeting of the DOT1L adopts an

alpha-beta fold. In contrast to the leucine zipper of the DOT1L–AF10

complex, here, DOT1L forms a beta-strand that is parallel to the

strand in AF9, with the AF9 helices providing a cavity for stabilizing

the binding to the KMT (Figure 6A). DOT1L residues N877, L879,

P880, V881, V888, V889, and L890 were involved in this interaction

(Figure 6B,C). The corresponding amino acids in AF9 that formed the

binding surface were represented by G524, N528, F543, F545, D546,

L547, and C548. Hence, both members of the complex primarily bind

through hydrophobic residues, although the interactions were almost

equally distributed between hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic inter-

actions. Note that these interactions are quite distinct from the L/K

dominated coil-coil interactions between the helices of DOT1L and

AF10. Interface surface analyses revealed that the DOT1L fragment

provided a contact surface area of 377 Å2 with 182 Å2 polar and

195 Å2 nonpolar contributions. Congruently, contact surface area for

the AF9 domain was 381 Å2, divided into 128 Å2 polar and 253 Å2

nonpolar. These measurements support the concept that most of the

binding surface provided by AF9 is nonpolar, while the nonpolar

N-terminal region of DOT1L is complementary and the C-terminal

region remains outside of the major nonpolar binding region.

3.4.2 | General dynamics

MD revealed the DOT1L–AF9 heterodimer formed a stable complex

and the coordinated movements between DOT1L and AF9. The only

notable displacements occurred at the terminals. The 2D representa-

tion of these motions as RMSF values revealed the relative stability

through the majority of the DOT1L–AF9 complex. The RMSF values

also illustrated the N-terminal fragment of DOT1L and the C-terminal

fragment of AF9 exploring the 3D space widely (Figure 6D). Notably,

the C-terminal helix of AF9 (Figure 6D, AF9 helix 4) rotated back and

forth in a manner that caused coordinated movement in the AF9 beta

sheet 2, which is anchored to the beta sheet in DOT1L and thus trans-

mitted the movement to the entire DOT1L fragment. Thus, these sim-

ulations provide insight into the coordinated motion through the

DOT1L–AF9 complex, which may be useful to the design of complex

disruptors for leukemias caused by an MLL-AF9 fusion.

F IGURE 5 Dynamics reveal DOT1LN-terminal helix displacements in tetramer of DOT1L–AF10 heterodimers. (A)Model of theDOT1L/AF10
heterodimers in tetramer structure (based on PDB 6JN2), with one tetramer pair colored (DOT1L light blue, AF10 pink), and the other pairs in different
shades of gray. The viewon the right is from the top-down. (B) Two-dimensional projections of interactionswith the upper-left heterodimer pair (circles,
DOT1L blue, AF10 pink) and the other chains of the tetramer are shown in the same orientation as in (A). Interactionswith upper-right Dimer
4. Interactionswith lower-left Dimer 2 (AF10 only), and interactionswith lower-right Dimer 3. (C) There are eight DOT1L residueswith noncovalent
interactions in the static structure. (D) The RMSF plot of all replicates (gray) andmedian of each chain in tetramer (color) shows the flexibility seen near the
N-terminal andC-terminal parts of the helices of the 6JN2 heterodimer is lost in the tetramer complex, which nowhave lowRMSF,while themaximum
RMSF in the structure is now observed in loops between the helices. (E) RMSD relative to initial conformation shows eachDOT1L chainwith greater
displacement than AF10 chains. (F) TwentyDOT1L residues have consistent interactionwith other heterodimers in the dynamic tetramer complex. (G) In
the static structure, there is little interaction energy betweenDOT1L andmembers of other heterodimers, however, with dynamics consistently lowered
interaction energies (blue) are identifiedwith K486 and E489 in the smaller helix, andwith K540 andQ549 at theC-terminus of the lower helix.
(H)Mutational energy (binding) interaction energies between specific DOT1L residues in the upper-left heterodimerwith residues in other heterodimers.
Residues L484, L487, L488, F491, Y495, F498, and F547 are destabilized bymostmutations (red), while K492 is stabilized (blue) bymostmutations
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3.4.3 | Dynamics interaction between DOT1L
and AF9

With dynamics, DOT1L residues K878, S882, I883, P884, L885, S887,

P891, S892, R893, R896, R898, and T900 contributed high frequen-

cies of noncovalent interactions with AF9 residues in more than 50%

of the MD simulations. These interactions were not present in the

static structure (Figure 6E). The residue interaction energies were sta-

bilizing across these residues, with DOT1L K878 more stabilizing than

the others (Figure 6F). Similarly, even though aromatic residues take

part in binding, only three π interactions were formed to stabilize the

complex. Detailed information on the type of interactions formed, the

F IGURES 6 Interface and coordinated motion of the DOT1L–AF9 alpha-beta fold complex. (A) DOT1L (light blue) interaction with AF9 (pink)
(PDB 2MV7). (B) Two-dimensional projection of DOT1L/AF9 interaction, DOT1L residues blue circles, AF9 pink. (C) Seven DOT1L residues make

hydrogen bonds or hydrophobic interactions with AF9 in the static structure. (D) RMSF plot for DOT1L and AF9 shows mobile N-terminal end of
DOT1L and C-terminal end of AF9, with the majority of the molecule stable. Individual replicates are shown in gray, group median is shown in
red. (E) Dynamics reveal 18 noncovalent interactions with consistently high average frequencies, with the L890 interaction not consistent.
(F) There is quantitatively small interaction energy between any of the DOT1L residues with AF9 in the static structure, while with dynamics
residues K878, R896, and R898 have the lowest interaction energies (stabilizing, blue). (G) Mutational energy (binding) between AF9 and specific
DOT1L residues show interactions with K878-P880, I883, L885, V888, L890, P891, and R898 destabilized (red) by most mutations
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distance of their influence, and their chemical properties are listed in

Table 1. Overall, dynamics revealed 2.7-fold increase in DOT1L resi-

dues interacting AF9 relative to the static structure.

Scanning mutagenesis revealed that most mutations in residues

K878, P880, V888, L890, P891, and R898 destabilized the DOT1L–

AF9 interaction, while S882 mutations frequently stabilized the

DOT1L–AF9 interaction. Mutations at V881, I883, L885, S887, V889,

and S892 had variable responses (Figure 6G). In summary, dynamics

analysis revealed highly coordinated movement between DOT1L and

AF9 in this alpha-beta fold complex, and that DOT1L residues K878

and R898, which do not interact with AF9 in the static structure, con-

tribute both high frequency and energy lowering interactions in

dynamics at positions in the protein that are sensitive to destabiliza-

tion by mutations.

4 | DISCUSSION

The current study extends our insights into the biochemistry of

DOT1L, a histone MTase, known for catalyzing the H3K79 methyla-

tion mark and its mistargeting to aberrant regions of the genome by

MLL-AF fusion proteins to participate in leukemogenesis. Currently,

42 DOT1L structures have been deposited, alone and in combination

with substrates, cofactors, inhibitors, and interacting proteins. How-

ever, details on the time-dependent changes in conformations, as well

as intramolecular and intermolecular interactions, have remained

poorly understood. Therefore, we used molecular mechanics and

dynamics simulations to fill this important knowledge gap, which is

not only important for basic biochemistry and epigenomic mecha-

nisms, but also for understanding the genomics underpinning the

development of leukemia.

We initiated this study by analyzing the N-terminal domain of

DOT1L and its binding to the SAM co-substrate. For this purpose, we

used two distinct structures solved by different laboratories with

identical results (1NW328 and 3QOW29), significantly increasing the

reliability of our results. Our findings indicate that, when considered

in isolation, there is a time-dependent interaction of this region of the

KMT with SAM, which cannot be completely defined from static

structures. In fact, while in static conditions, one cannot confer differ-

ential weight to the contribution of residues to the binding surface at

the lowest energy conformation. On the other hand, after MD simula-

tions, we identified residues that are in contact most often with SAM

relative to other residues. This result is important as several previous

studies demonstrated in different contexts that MD simulations either

refined the binding site or improved predictions of binding properties

to small molecule fragments, which ultimately led to the development

of specific inhibitors.43–46 Our dynamics analysis determined which

regions of protein complexes appear most stable and those most flexi-

ble, providing knowledge for future development of small molecules

inhibitors.

Subsequently, we also applied molecular mechanics and dynamic

simulations to gain insight into the interaction of DOT1L with both

ubiquitin and the H4 tail. These interactions are critical for the full

function of DOT1L in vivo.31,42,47–49 We defined the molecular sur-

faces of interactions, demonstrating that DOT1L makes significant

nonpolar contact with ubiquitin. Conversely, the DOT1L–H4 tail sur-

face interaction contacts are relatively small. These data support the

fact that contact with ubiquitin is necessary for full DOT1L KMT

activity, whereas the H4 tail is transiently used when the enzyme

docks to nucleosomes. Thus, the small interaction surface between

DOT1L and H4 is likely required to rapidly associate and dissociate

from the nucleosome as needed. On the other hand, the more exten-

sive nonpolar surface that supports the DOT1L–ubiquitin complex is

likely responsible for maintaining the close association between the

enzyme and this cofactor/activator. Thus, the number of residues and

extent of the interaction surface contacts likely reflect the time and

strength of association among all these key components for DOT1L

function.

We also report results of additional novelty regarding the struc-

tural and dynamic analyses of the complexes formed by DOT1L with

AF proteins. First, we examined the nature of the interaction and

dynamics of the DOT1L–AF10 dimer, which is likely an initial step

toward assembly of larger complexes. Subsequently, we also studied

the DOT1L–AF10 tetramer of heterodimers. Finally, we investigated

the complex formed by the DOT1L recruitment domain of AF9. These

interactions are responsible for the mistargeting of DOT1L by the

MLL-AF10 and MLL-AF9 oncogenic fusion proteins found in leuke-

mias.12,22,50,51 The study on the heterodimers yields useful informa-

tion regarding the interactions that stabilize the coiled-coiled or

leucine-zipper interactions. However, this dimeric species may not be

highly represented in vivo, since most epigenomic regulators reside in

larger multi-molecular complexes.52 Therefore, we turned our atten-

tion to the analyses of the heterotetramer. The structure and dynam-

ics of this complex reveal that DOT1L works with AF10 to generate a

bowtie structure which moves in a fish-like fashion, transmitting

kinetic forces to the DOT1L enzymatic domains that are located at

the ends of the structure. Interestingly, 150 residues from the N-

terminal where the solved structure of the heterotetramer terminates,

DOT1L contains the site that binds nucleosomal DNA. Therefore, the

movements caused by the natural dynamics of the complex, as

described here, likely position the DOT1L enzymatic region in the cor-

rect proximity to nucleosomes, where DOT1L binds ubiquitin and

transfers the methyl group from SAM to H3K79. Regarding the

recruitment of DOT1L by AF9, we find both are highly dynamic com-

ponents of the dimer. However, we show the intrinsic dynamics of

the AF9 domain are responsible for the mechanic movement given to

the intrinsically disordered region of DOT1L. Analyses of the contact

interface between the domains of both proteins demonstrate that

AF9 offers the larger contact surface, with a sizable number of inter-

actions, while DOT1L contributes a relatively smaller surface. Thus,

the description of this dynamic interaction indicates that targeting the

AF9 domain will likely be feasible and effective due to its major role in

establishing and maintaining the binding and dynamics of the

complex.

In summary, these investigations fill a gap in the existing knowl-

edge on the dynamics of DOT1L and its complexes. Our main finding
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is that MDs extend prior information provided by structure-based

experiments. Taken together, our results illuminate the interactions

that stabilize the complexes that DOT1L forms with SAM, histone H4,

ubiquitin, and AF proteins, which due to their intrinsic dynamics may

impact the localization and function of this enzyme. We are optimistic

that this data will further inform several scientific fields, including bio-

chemistry, epigenomics, and leukemia research. In addition, the data

presented here can be used to refine the design of novel drugs

targeting DOT1L directly or its complexes. Therefore, combined, our

study bears both basic mechanistic and biomedical relevance.
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